We provide a practical and effective method for solving constrained optimization problems by successively training a multilayer feedforward neural network in a coupled neural-networklobjective-function representation. Nonlinear programming problems are easily mapped into this representation which has a simpler and more transparent method of solution than optimization performed with Hopfield-like networks and poses very mild requirements on the functions appearing in the problem. Simulation results are illustrated andcompared with an offthe-shelf optimization tool.
Introduction
The Hopfield network and variations of this type of neural networks have been frequently considered as candidates for solving optimization problems, such as combinatorial optimization [l] , linear programming problems [2] , and nonlinear programming problems [3] . This is usually achieved by designing Hopfield-like networks whose energy function mimics a cost function which embodies the optimization problem to be solved. Hence, the solution to the optimization problem is obtained by attaining the lowest energy state of the network.
Here, we propose a new method based on the widely used multilayer feedforward neural networks (FNNs), also known as the multilayer perceptron, for solving nonliiear mathematical prograuuning problems. The method of solution for the proposed approach is simpler and more transparent than the existing Hopfield-like approaches and unlike the method in [3] poses very mild requirements on the functions appearing in the problem.
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The Nonlinear Programming Problem
Consider the general mathematical program (P)' of the form:
subject to inequality and equality constraints, where the objective function f to be miniized and the constraints g, ,..., g, , and h, ,..., h,, can be linear or nonlinear
A vector x is called a feasible solution to (P) iff x satisfies the P+Q constraints of (P). The collection of suchx is called the feasible set and x* is the feasible solution which yields the minimumf, i.e., the solution to (P).
The Neural Network Formulation
In the proposed FNN formulation, the solution to (P) is obtained by transforming this constrained optimization program into a series of unconstrained optimization programs (P 3. Eq. (4), which are solved for a sequence offk, (k=1,2 ,..., K). In Eq. (4), w is the M-dimensional weight vector of a FNN where x is a function of w, fk is a selected feasible value off, and p is a positive number used to vary the weight of the constraint terms. At each optimization we seek the vector x i which minimizes F,.(w) for a givenfk '(P) and other capital letters when enclosed in parentheses represent mathematical programs. That is, the solution for (P') at k=K is the solution for (P). Through this procedure we iterate onfand try to find its smallest value which has feasible x.
The first term on the right side of Eq. (4) assures that x i yields the desired &, the second term accounts for the equality constraints and the third term accounts for the inequality constraints. Note that ifx satisfies an inequality constraint of (P), the corresponding element of the third tern becomes zero and ifx is a feasible solution to (P), then the second and third terms become zero.
This formulation is somewhat of a combination of the exteriorpenaltyfimction method [4] with the least-squares method [5] . As in the exterior penalty function method, for each equality constraint and for each inequality constraint (except for two-sided bounding inequality constraints of single variables, which are directly accounted for as described later) of the program (P), there is a corresponding term in the objective function F k of program (P 7. However, unlike the penalty function method, the first term of Fk consists of the square of the difference cf, -Ax)}, as opposed to justflx), and the minimum of Fk is zero. In this sense, the form of Fk is similar to the objective function of the least-squares method which minimizes the squares of the differences between the observed values and their respective predicted values.
Here we cast the minimization of Fk(w) for each& as the training of the FNN in the coupled neural-network/ objective-function representation illustrated in Fig. 1 . In this representation, the left box consists of a FNN with M weights w and the right box consists of the objective function Ax) of (P), which perhaps could be represented by a trained neural network. Training consists of determining the weights w that for a given input to the FNN the network provides Our method differs from most nonlinear programming approaches because here we solve the inverse problem. That is, we select a value of Ax), &, and try to obtain the corresponding feasible x, if it exits. Hence, our iterative procedure is based on a search for the smallest Ax) with feasible x,fTx*), along the monotonicly decreasingfline, as opposed to a direct search for x* in the N-dimensional xspace. This precludes the search from beaming trapped at a local minimum in thex-space. However, the approach is not completely free of local minima trapping because the training of the FNN may not converge even when fg,=fix*).
Therefore, whenever a training session is not successful the network should be retrained with the same inputs but with a different selection of the initial weights and a different number of nodes in the hidden layers to ensure that the unsuccessful training is not due to local minima in the wspace.
In that sense, we might be transferring the potential trapping in the N-dimensional x-space to a potential trapping in the Mdimensional w-space of the network weights. The search in the Ndimensionalx-space is constrained while the search in the Mdimensional w-space is not, although, in general, M>>N.
The use of the FNN in our formulation is also quite different from its common use. Instead of providing a set of inputoutput pairs and having the network learn their underlying relationships, we provide only inputs and for each training session the same input is presented repeatedly to the network. We are not interested in the generalization capabilities of FNNs, but rather are using the neural network representation in Fig. 1 to minimize Fk
The proposed approach poses very mild requirements on the functions appearing in the problem. We assume that the nonlinear programming problem has the following properties:
1. The functions fix), gp(x), and h&x) all have continuous first derivatives.
2. fix) is continuous in an interval of non-zero length flx*)sflx)sf,, and there must be a corresponding feasible x for each value offix) in the interval. 
Neural Network Training
The unconsmined minimization of Fk(w) in Eq. where the N elements of x, are equal to the N elements of yr' and $(xJ is the partial derivative offlx) with respect to thej-th element of x (or thej-th output node of the FNN, y,!"'). If the functionflx) is represented by a multilayer FNN, then $(xk) is the partial derivative of this network's output with respect to its inputs. For any node in a subsequent hidden layer, i.e., let&,
A three-layer FNN with a 2-64 architecture was used. The two nodes in the input layer correspond to a selected value for NO, and 110, respectively, and the four nodes in the output layer correspond to the gas flow rate of the four injectors. The deviation of the optimal NO, was less than 0.3% and the maximum deviation of x,, was less than 2.0%. This is a rather difficult optimization problem for some methods because the optimal solution is on the boundary of the feasible region prescribed by Eq. (10). Similar comparisons were obtained in other simulations where we changed the sign of the inequality and the value of the constant term in Eq. (10). . . .
A. Inequality Constraints
Consider the following nonlinear program: subject to 
Conclusions
We propose a new methodology for solving nonlinear prog-amming problems. The approach is to transform an original constrained optimization problem in the Ndimensional x-space into a sequence of unconstrained optimization problems in a larger M-dimensional weightspace of a multilayer feedforward neural network. Although M>>N, the difficulty in solving an optimization problem in the larger weight space is more than offset by the simplicity of solving an unconstrained optimization problem, as opposed to a constrained one, in the smaller xspace.
The constraints of the original problem are handled indirectly through the transformation of the original functionfix) into a modsled function which incorporates each equality constraint and each inequality constraint into an additional term of the function. Two-sided bounding inequality constraints of single variables are directly treated through proper selection of the mapping function of output nodes of the neural network and proper normalization.
In contrast to most optimization approaches, the optimal solution is not obtained through searches in the x-space. Instead, we directly search for the smallestflx) along the monotonicfix) line and indirectly obtain the corresponding x (as the output of a feedforward neural network) by training the network. Hence, the method of solution is not dependent on the form offix) on x, and therefore, should be less sensitive to local minima, and poses very mild requirements on the functions appearing in the problem.
The examples provided serve to illustrate that the results of the proposed method compare well with those of other optimization techniques. In future research we shall demonstrate the capability of the proposed method to converge to the global minimum even when thefix) surface contains many local minima. In general, the existence of these local minima are problematic for optimization methods.
The proposed method should also be quite appealing in problems involving two-sided bounding inequality constraints on single variables. Unlike most approaches, these constraints are directly satisfied through the proper selection of the mapping function of the network output nodes and proper normalization.
The proposed method is simpler and more transparent than existing neural network approaches for solving nonlinear programming problems. However, it requires the solution of a sequence of optimizations. This iterative procedure will be avoided in future research by modifying the first term in Eq. (4), VI -fix)], to fix), and directly solving the unconstrained optimization problem much like the exterior penalty function method.
